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To create a product that will not impact on the 
environment in which our lovely little fairies and 
superheroes will live, WARRIOR™ is manufactured 
without the use of VOCs (Volatile Organic Compounds), 
hydrocarbons or other compounds that are recognised 
as most damaging to the environment.  

WARRIOR™ is not produced with butane or pentane, 
both of which are commonly used for the expansion of 
plastics, and which contain VOCs and thus contribute to 
ozone depletion.  At the end of its useful life WARRIOR™ 
can be returned to Thinking Ergonomix for recycling at 
no charge.

The fairies can safely plant their flowers, the superheroes 
can construct great pyramids and they can all continue 
to grow and play in harmony.

Child’s play! Easy to use, fun to be with and offering a 
variety of uses, WARRIOR™ is a cheeky, fun and lively 
product from Thinking Ergonomix.  

Designed to provide a stylish and ergonomic solution 
for short-term seating requirements in the corporate, 
hospitality and domestic environment, WARRIOR™ can 
be used for office break-out areas, informal dining, cafe 
seating and for a variety of uses within the home. 

WARRIOR™ is also a great alternative to stacking blocks 
and boys toys!

Like all things natural, WARRIOR™ is available in a rainbow 
of colours to complement a wider range of interiors. The 
standard colours available are:

•	 Lime	(green) 
•	 Tangerine	(orange) 
•	 Blueberry	(mid-blue) 
•	 Lemon	(yellow) 
•	 Watermelon	(hot	pink) 
•	 Slate	(grey)

The black base slides into any interior decor scheme 
without offending and the seat component is slightly 
springy to add comfort for all uses. 

Thanks to the fairies and superheroes, the world can 
continue to be a great place to work and play.

WARRIOR™ is a lightweight and durable stool 
manufactured from a single material – expanded 
polypropylene (EPP) - a lightweight polymer that is 
completely odourless, hypoallergenic, emission-free 
and 100% recyclable.  

WARRIOR™ is extremely easy to move by one person 
and can be stacked and stored as required. Despite 
weighing less than 1.5kg (fairy weight), WARRIOR™ has 
been load tested to over 300kg (super-hero weight) 
without failure.

WARRIOR™ is also easy to stack, fun to knock down and 
comfortable to sit on.  Tested by experts and played 
with by the future generations, WARRIOR™ is a versatile 
product that pleases all senses.  

Note: Due to the printing process, colours may differ slightly to the actual product.


